DRIVE LINE SHIELDING KIT
ASE#150820
ASE#150821
ASE#150824

1. Remove the drive line from both the tractor and the auger.

2. Slide the drive line apart. Remove any of the shielding that may be on the drive line.

3. Install the thrust washer onto the drive line halves. Then install the nylon washer in place by spreading the washer and setting it into the groove on the yoke casting.

4. Slide the larger diameter shield with bell end over the tractor half of the drive line. Secure in place by using a retaining ring that will clip on the inside of the bell. Check to see if shield rotates on drive line.

5. Slide the smaller diameter shield with the bell end over the gear box half of the drive line. Secure in place by using a retaining ring that will clip on the inside of the bell. Check to see if shield rotates on drive line.

6. Slide the two drive line halves together. The smaller diameter slide should slide inside the large shield.